
Food Forum 

February 3, 2021 

In attendance: Andy Trepanier (AT), Ivia Rivera (IR), Ben Adamson (BA), Elizabeth Nessle (EN), 4 residents in person, 9 on 

Zoom 

Andy provided an update: Reminder that dining room is reopen, as of Monday Feb 1st, open with minimum capacity. Staff 

using new Full Count system to enter orders, going well. Re-educating everyone on the Full Count system, order taking 

going well and into kitchen going well. Also reminder, Cardwatch system no longer active, also as of 2/1. So if looking for 

meal points balance, can go to Resident Portal to see link to Full Count to check your points. Also reminder, to come into 

dining room, make reservation—call 641-6374, use the Resident Portal (call with questions), or come to host stand from 

9:00-1:00 for tutorial, or make your reservation in person, or use the reservation box in the mail room on a slip. Masks on 

at all times except when consuming food.  Andy indicated that going forward he will give an update of tasks working on 

at the start of each Food Forum.  

Resident comments: 

How come we weren’t told the importance of being online when they moved in? ie: how to use the Resident Portal AT: 

new resident orientation for Dining will include how to instructions, and will consider a refresher course on the dining 

programs and how to do things. To be continued.  

Resident ordered dessert and wanted a scope of ice cream with it, and was told they can’t, why? AT: some are considered 

ala mode, some aren’t. Certain desserts and ice cream counts as two desserts. Will followup on educating residents on 

what a meal entails. If in dining room, find a manager and we can address education with a server too if perhaps a server 

didn’t know.  

Discussed 6 components of a meal, and what those are. Soup, salad or app, entrée, starch, veg, dessert is standard. Or 

mix and match to still total to 6 items still. A dessert and two cookies is considered 2 desserts. Andy will work on easily 

explaining the components and educating residents. 

Do points roll over month to month? AT: no, you have to use within the month 

Very often we just want a small or half portion, and sometimes it comes that way, but other times it comes larger—us 

there a way to order half an entrée? AT: next focus after reopening and getting Full Count up to speed, will dive into 

menus and recipes next on the to-do list, and educating staff and residents. Also I’ve noticed, the plates are rather large, 

might consider new plates that helps with scale.  

In the past sample plates at the entrance of dining room allowed you to see portion size. AT: good point 

Or you could send out a picture of the items to help also AT: good idea, the portal would be helpful for this too.  

Like corned beef hash. Like seeing parsnips on the menu this week. AT: Full Count will help with seeing what is popular 

and ordered frequently. 

Plastic containers smaller size are difficult to open AT: if container isn’t sealed adequately, it will spill during delivery. We 

need a container that will seal properly, hold heat, and travel well. We can look to see if there are other options. With 

current pandemic, take away containers are in short supply and we can’t always get the same products consistently. Our 

best option is to go green with a reusable container—something to explore down the road.  

Lived here for 6 years, trying to get more whole grains into the menu, and continue to see white rice and white roll etc. 

AT: good observation, will talk to Chef Mike. Will tie into dining wellness program and menu management and balanced 

diets based on personal choices. Dining Committee and Food Forum residents could help with prioritizing and input.  

Will we ever go back to having Saturday breakfasts or brunch? AT: yes, once we are back to normal, those are the fun 

things that we would like to start doing again. Hopefully with the vaccine rollout, some NYS restaurant restrictions will be 

lifted a bit, and we can do that. It will be a long time before we hold a buffet however.  



Will the menu be presented outside the dining room again outside Oneida Room? AT: yes we will start that again.  

When will Bistro open? AT: no date in the near future, eventually the plan is to open it again.  

What are the roadblocks to opening the bistro? AT: Current pandemic, and being comfortable with having that as another 

venue. Biggest challenge right now is the high volume of delivery meals, which was not the way the operation was 

designed. We can’t introduce another venue, with still having a high volume of deliveries and having the dining room 

reopen, we would not be able to provide good service doing all three, so we need to focus in phases.  

I love eating in dining room, what can I do to help encourage others? AT: right now it could be personal preference and 

comfort level during pandemic. Letting them know how clean and sanitized the dining room is, that the tables are not 

preset to add to sanitization, how spaced out the tables are, no more than 4 per table, etc. Picking a core group of dining 

partners and sticking with that group may help entice a few to feel safe and want to come down more often. We might 

see more after the 2nd dose of the vaccine is distributed, giving it some more time.  

When we get the 2nd dose, will restrictions relax? AT: I don’t have an answer for that, but likely not at first. Will still follow 

NYS guidelines. 

What is your role in the kitchen? AT: Dining Services Director, oversee Laurelwood and Independent Living dining 

operations. In kitchen, Executive Chef reports to me, and the other chefs report to Executive Chef. They do all the cooking 

and we all collaborate together on menu options and recipes. My job to make sure we are offering variety and balance as 

needed.  

Roasted vegetables the other night were delicious. Nice to see something other than steamed vegetables.  

Resident Comments on Club Room specifically: 

Club Room, if we see anything missing, is there anywhere we can call? Ex: today no red apples, oranges, green tea today 

etc. AT: Yes, you can call the Dining line. IR: the Club Room is stocked daily, we a have a par list that is established and it 

is setup each night and delivered in the morning. More popular items go quickly. AT: some residents unfortunately take 

more than a single serving, which offsets the par numbers. Call us, and we can assess the par levels. Weather is dependent 

too on who is coming to Club Room or not.  

What is the Dining Line? No one ever answers. AT: currently working on the phone number structure, and will get a magnet 

made for easy access to numbers. 641-6374 is the number to call, can always call front desk to get someone in Dining too.  

Might you consider delivery food twice a day to Club Room, because it is all gone by noon every day. AT: will look into the 

system and what we advertise the hours of the Club Room as, and will tighten it up.  

Club Room cups, napkins, paper towel—make sure there is enough and good options. IR: this is part of par sheet process 

too. During COVID, we try not to keep too many disposal items on the counter for good sanitation practices.  

Resident comment: Club Room is not setup to provide all staples that you would have at home, you should provide those 

things yourselves.  

Heard from a friend that Cloverwood has a great continental breakfast what did they have? AT: coffee, tea, juice, pastry, 

sliced fresh fruit. No cereal, muffins, yogurt, etc. In comparison there is much more selection at the HAP Club Room.  

What was the setup at Cloverwood? AT: setup at 7:30am, and broken down at 10:00am, not restocked after 9:30am.  Had 

same issues with residents not taking single serving.  

Is it possible to setup a continental breakfast grab and go each night that is staffed, and provide breakfast to all residents? 

AT: I would have to say no, high labor costs, more to manage. Again, we will evaluate this whole program and make sure 

we are following the original intention of the program. 

 


